Painting & Poetry as a Language of Peace
Leadership in Order to Transcend Global Violence

Trinh Mai
Shann Ray Ferch

March 2
7:30 pm
Wolff Auditorium

Trinh Mai’s work considers the body at rest and war, in beauty and strength, in violence and despair, in the finality of darkness and the atomic fusion that beckons new life. In the unity of Trinh Mai’s paintings love becomes an essential human gift found not only in casting one’s eyes upward, but in visceral, physical gestures. Deus in omnibus. God in all things.

For more information: contact ferch@gonzaga.edu

Renowned Vietnamese American artist Trinh Mai and Professor of Leadership Dr. Shann Ray Ferch present on the integration of art and leadership. Through the lens of imagination, this presentation will inspire us to find the greater good.

Come for an evening of contemplation, beauty, and rejuvenation, and learn how more transparent personal leadership is informed by global leadership toward the common good in the wake of human violence, bereavement and loss.